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This volume provides an analysis of four professional education curricula--medical,
legal, social work, and management--in the context of their attempts to integrate
theory and practice.

Coastal Resources Management
The story of the land, wildlife, and ecology of East Texas.

The Illinois Constitution
From reviews of previous editions: “This is the standard reference about Texas
mammals.” —Wildlife Activist “A must for anyone seriously interested in the
wildlife of Texas.” —Texas Outdoor Writers Association News “[This book] easily
fills the role of both a field guide and a desk reference, and is written in a style that
appeals to the professional biologist and amateur naturalist alike. . . . [It] should
prove useful to anyone with an interest in the mammal fauna of Texas or the
southern Great Plains.” —Prairie Naturalist The Mammals of Texas has been the
standard reference since the first edition was coauthored by William B. Davis and
Walter P. Taylor in 1947. Revised several times over the succeeding decades, it
remains the most authoritative source of information on the mammalian wildlife of
Texas, with physical descriptions and life histories for 202 species, abundant
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photographs and drawings, and distribution maps. In this new edition, David J.
Schmidly is joined by one of the most active researchers on Texas mammals,
Robert D. Bradley, to provide a thorough update of the taxonomy, distribution, and
natural history of all species of wild mammals that inhabit Texas today. Using the
most recent advances in molecular biology and in wildlife ecology and
management, the authors include the most current information about the scientific
nomenclature, taxonomy, and identification of species, while also covering
significant advances in natural history and conservation.

The South Western Reporter
Traditionally, in the food industry, there has been a distinction made among meat,
poultry, seafood, and game. Meat has historically been defined as the edible flesh
of animals. This basically referred only to the red meats, namely, beef, lamb, pork,
and veal, including both fresh and processed products as well as variety or
glandular meats. It has been recognized more recently that all foods derived from
muscle, or muscle foods, have basically the same or similar characteristics in
physical and chemical properties. Tberefore, it is logical to exarnine and consider
all muscle foods under one cover. Tbis book, therefore, is an attempt to address
the various attributes of red meat, poultry, fish, and game under the single
heading of muscle foods and to note any differences where they might OCCUT. It is
of interest that of the 10 top V. S. meat companies in 1990, 8 of them were dealing
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with poultry as well as red meats and that 4 of the 10 were also involved with
seafoods. Tbis lends impetus to the inclusion of all three in a book such as this.
Furthermore, the rapid increase in consumption of poultry meat to approximately
30 kg (65 pounds) per capita and seafoods to 7 kg (16 pounds) per capita
compared to beef at 34 kg (75 pounds) and pork at 30 kg (65 pounds), whereas
veal and lamb/mutton represent only 0.

Where Texas Meets the Sea
The South Texas Sand Sheet, also known as the Coastal Sand Plains and the Llano
Mesteño, is a vast region covering more than two million acres at the southern tip
of the state, just north of the Lower Rio Grande Valley. The landscape’s distinctive
feature is the dunes created from sheets of sand blown inland from the shoreline of
an ancient sea. Highly diverse native plant communities help make it one of the
state’s most cherished ecological regions as well as the premier hunting region in
the world for northern bobwhites. The Sand Sheet is a constantly shifting semi-arid
landscape, shaped by wind, ranching, energy production, and, increasingly, by
growing urban populations surrounding the region. Organized with the nonbotanist
or beginning-level botanist in mind, A Photographic Guide to the Vegetation of the
South Texas Sand Sheet includes 200 of the most common grasses, flowering
plants, vines, cacti, and woody plants of the South Texas Sand Sheet, 56 of which
are species endemic to Texas and 15 of which can only be found in this region.
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Species are grouped by physical appearance, allowing budding naturalists,
landowners, and students to find a specific plant without needing to first
understand how families and species are grouped scientifically. Each plant entry
includes a representative sampling of photos for that species, showing how it
might look from a distance, up close, and at different stages of its life cycle. This
handy snapshot of plant life in the South Texas Sand Sheet will enable anyone to
easily identify Sand Sheet plants, learn more about their uses, and understand
their value to the region.

I Would Rather Sleep in Texas
Includes names from the States of Alabama, Arkansas, the District of Columbia,
Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina, Oklahoma, South
Carolina, Tennessee, Texas and Virginia, and Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands.

The Mammals of Texas
Despite acknowledgment that loss of living diversity is an international biological
crisis, the ecological causes and consequences of extinction have not yet been
widely addressed. In honor of Edward O. Wilson, winner of the 1993 International
Prize for Biology, an international group of distinguished biologists bring ecological,
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evolutionary, and management perspectives to the issue of biodiversity. The roles
of ecosystem processes, community structure and population dynamics are
considered in this book. The goal, as Wilson writes in his introduction, is "to
assemble concepts that unite the disciplines of systematics and ecology, and in so
doing to create a sound scientific basis for the future management of biodiversity."

South Western Reporter. Second Series
Understanding the issues that have been encountered at other sites, and the steps
that have led to successful resolution of these issues, can provide great help to
those considering, planning, or implementing new groundwater recharge projects.
Recent technical advances and operational experience have demonstrated that
well recharge is a feasible and cost effective method of artificially recharging
natural aquifers. This practical guide reviews the technical constraints and issues
that have been addressed and resolved through research and experience at many
sites. The book presents aquifer storage recovery (ASR) technology and traces its
evolution over the past 25 years in the United States. Procedures for groundwater
recharge are presented, and selected case studies are examined. Drinking water
quality standards and conversion factors are provided in the appendix for easy
reference.
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A revision of the genus Arenivaga (Rehn) (Blattodea,
Corydiidae), with descriptions of new species and key to the
males of the genus
Editor & Publisher
The Oil and Gas Journal
What are the prerequisites for reforming education, and how can these reforms be
seen in school development and culture? How should teacher education support
this reform process? What are the principles and practices underlying the
functioning of the schools of tomorrow? These questions are examined in this
unique volume. The authors in this book argue that the central function of teacher
education and education in general is to respond to the challenges brought on by
the twenty-first century. According to this approach, the competencies and skills
needed in the future are not merely a new addition to school activities, but rather
something requiring a comprehensive reform of school culture encompassing
teacher education, curricula, and teaching methods. Such a fundamental process
of change in the action and thinking models used by schools would be an effort to
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achieve a complete transformation, the result of which would be schools
developing into organizations that are both creative and imbued with a strong
sense of community. A central attribute is that the creation of new knowledge is
not just restricted to the classroom but also takes place in out-of-school
environments. This would link learning to its natural context, eventually leading to
an ideal instruction that is actively problem oriented, holistic, and life centered.
This reform-minded volume is divided into three parts. The first part focuses on the
reform processes in teacher education, the second on the reforms of pedagogics at
schools and teacher education institutions, and the third on the processes of
reculturing schools. New prospects for active schools in the United States and
Europe, as well as in Japan and China, are discussed.

A Photographic Guide to the Vegetation of the South Texas
Sand Sheet
The presence of brush in rangeland environments continually tops the list of
priority issues among landowners, and not just in Texas. Whether they manage
their land for livestock, hunting, or wildlife watching, what to do about unwanted
woody plants remains a serious and pervasive question for landowners
everywhere. In the pages of this book, leading range management professionals
introduce and explain not only the mechanisms of managing brush but also the
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changes in management philosophy and technology that have taken place over
time. From the futile attempts at eradication to the successes of integrated brush
management, expert practitioners examine mechanical, biological, chemical, and
fire-related methods from three perspectives—the past, the present or “state-ofthe-art,” and the future. In a final discussion, three specialists address the timely
and important subject of brush management as it relates to water yield,
economics, and wildlife. Brush Management: Past, Present, Future gives readers a
straightforward and comprehensive view of a topic that remains a consistent
concern for livestock, wildlife, and land management—one that will serve as a
useful and interesting summary of the subject for teachers, students, landowners,
and management professionals.

Reforming Teaching and Teacher Education
The Corydiidae (Polyphagidae, sensu lato) is a family of extremo-phile cockroaches
that have received little taxonomic attention. Their cryptic subterranean way of life
in some of the most in-hospitable parts of the planet makes the study of this group
particularly difficult. Arenivaga (Rehn) is a genus of Corydiid cock-roach endemic to
the American Southwest, Florida, and Mexico. This unusual group of insects, not
examined in nearly a century, is revised in this volume. This work includes
redescriptions of the genus and its nine known species, descriptions of 39 new
species, a key to the adult males, and distribution maps for each species. A
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photographic series of the habitus and detailed drawing of the genitalia of each
species are also provided, and novel morphological characters are described. In
addition, the locality data of more than 5000 specimens used in this study is now
available to researchers. Even though this research increases the number of
species in Arenivaga five-fold, there is little doubt that there are many more
species to be found in Mexico, which is poorly surveyed in comparison to the US
terrain.

Endangered and Threatened Animals of Texas
This Book of Abstracts is the main publication of the 67th Annual Meeting of the
European Association for Animal Production (EAAP). It contains abstracts of the
invited papers and contributed presentations of the sessions of EAAP's nine
Commissions: Animal Genetics, Animal Nutrition, Animal Management and Health,
Animal Physiology, Cattle Production, Sheep and Goat Production, Pig Production,
Horse Production and Livestock Farming Systems.

A History of the Cuban Revolution
Includes the decisions of the Supreme Courts of Missouri, Arkansas, Tennessee,
and Texas, and Court of Appeals of Kentucky; Aug./Dec. 1886-May/Aug. 1892,
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Court of Appeals of Texas; Aug. 1892/Feb. 1893-Jan./Feb. 1928, Courts of Civil and
Criminal Appeals of Texas; Apr./June 1896-Aug./Nov. 1907, Court of Appeals of
Indian Territory; May/June 1927-Jan./Feb. 1928, Courts of Appeals of Missouri and
Commission of Appeals of Texas.

From the Gulf to the Rio Grande
Called to the principal's office, Brad remembers all the tricks he has played on his
classmates and wonders who has turned him in.

County and City Data Book
The wild turkey is an iconic game bird with a long history of association with
humans. Texas boasts the largest wild turkey population in the country. It is the
only state where one can find native populations of three of the five subspecies of
wild turkeys—the Eastern wild turkey (Meleagris gallopavo silvestris), the Rio
Grande wild turkey (M. g. intermedia), and the Merriam’s wild turkey (M. g.
merriami). Bringing together experts on game birds and land management in the
state, this is the first book in Texas to synthesize the most current information
about ecology and management focused exclusively on these three subspecies.
Wild Turkeys in Texas addresses important aspects of wild turkey ecology and
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management in Texas, but its principles are applicable anywhere Eastern, Rio
Grande, or Merriam’s turkeys exist. This book marks the continuation of one of the
biggest success stories in the research, restoration, and management of the wild
turkey in North America.

The Mass Ornament
From an acclaimed and award-winning young writer comes an intensely moving
debut collection set in the eye of life’s storms. In Corpus Christi, Texas—a town
often hit by hurricanes— parents, children, and lovers come together and fall
apart, bonded and battered by memories of loss that they feel as acutely as
physical pain. A car accident joins strangers linked by an intimate knowledge of
madness. A teenage boy remembers his father’s act of sudden and self-righteous
violence. A “hurricane party” reunites a couple whom tragedy parted. And, in an
unforgettable three-story cycle, an illness sets in profound relief a man’s
relationship with his mother and the odd, shifting fidelity of truth to love. Told in
fresh, lyrical voices and taut, inventive styles, these narratives explore the
complex volatility of love and intimacy, sorrow and renewal—and expose how often
these experiences feel like the opposite of themselves. From the woman whose
young son’s uncanny rapport with snakes illuminates her own missed opportunities
to the man confronting his wife and her lover in a house full of illegal exotic birds,
all the characters here face moments of profound decision and recognition in which
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no choice is clearly or completely right. Writing with tough humor, deep humanity,
and a keen eye for the natural environment, Bret Anthony Johnston creates a world
where where cataclysmic events cut people loose from their “regular lives, floating
and spiraling away from where we had been the day before.” Corpus Christi is a
extraordinarily ambitious debut. It marks the arrival of an important, exquisitely
talented voice to American fiction. From the Hardcover edition.

Corpus Christi
Professional Education in the United States
A fully-revised and updated new edition of a concise and insightful socio-historical
analysis of the Cuban revolution, and the course it took over five and a half
decades. Now available in a fully-revised second edition, including new material to
add to the book’s coverage of Cuba over the past decade under Raul Castro All of
the existing chapters have been updated to reflect recent scholarship Balances
social and historical insight into the revolution with economic and political analysis
extending into the twenty-first century Juxtaposes U.S. and Cuban perspectives on
the historical impact of the revolution, engaging and debunking the myths and
preconceptions surrounding one of the most formative political events of the
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twentieth century Incorporates more student-friendly features such as a timeline
and glossary

Biodiversity
Interwoven Destinies
A Comprehensive review of modern stratigraphic methods. The stratigraphic
record is the major repository of information about the geological history of Earth,
a record stretching back for nearly 4 billion years. Stratigraphic studies fill out our
planet’s plate-tectonic history with the details of paleogeography, past climates,
and the record of evolution, and stratigraphy is at the heart of the effort to find and
exploit fossil fuel resources. Modern stratigraphic methods are now able to provide
insights into past geological events and processes on time scales with
unprecedented accuracy and precision, and have added much to our
understanding of global tectonic and climatic processes. It has taken 200 years
and a modern revolution to bring all the necessary developments together to
create the modern, dynamic science that this book sets out to describe.
Stratigraphy now consists of a suite of integrated concepts and methods, several
of which have considerable predictive and interpretive power. The new, integrated,
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dynamic science that Stratigraphy has become is now inseparable from what were
its component parts, including sedimentology, chronostratigraphy, and the broader
aspects of basin analysis.

Groundwater Recharge and Wells
A favorite destination of visitors to the Texas coast, Corpus Christi is a midsize city
that manages to be both cosmopolitan and provincial, networked and local. It is an
indispensable provider of urban services to South Texas, as well as a port of
international significance. Its industries and military bases and, increasingly, its
coastal research institutes give it a range of connections throughout North
America. Despite these advantages, however, Corpus Christi has never made it
into the first rank of Texas cities, and a keen self-consciousness about the city’s
subordinate position has driven debates over Corpus’s identity and prospects for
decades. In this masterful urban history—a study that will reshape the way that
Texans look at all their cities—Alan Lessoff analyzes Corpus Christi’s place within
Texas, the American Southwest, the western Gulf of Mexico, and the U.S.-Mexican
borderlands from the city’s founding in 1839 to the present. He portrays Corpus as
a place where westward Anglo expansion overwhelmed the Hispanic settlement
process from the south, leaving a legacy of conflicting historical narratives that
colors the city’s character even now. Lessoff also explores how competing visions
of the city’s identity and possibilities have played out in arenas ranging from
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artwork in public places to schemes to embellish, redevelop, or preserve the
downtown waterfront and North Padre Island. With a deep understanding of the
geographic, historical, economic, and political factors that have formed the city,
Lessoff demonstrates that Corpus Christi exemplifies the tensions between
regional and cosmopolitan influences that have shaped cities across the
Southwest.

Texas Almanac 2016-2017
Directory of interactive products and services included as section 2 of a regular
issue annually, 1995-

The Southwestern Reporter
Land of Bears and Honey
Golden Rule Jones
Essays assess the problems of America's major cities and suggest practical
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solutions for rebuilding urban infrastructure and redesigning government and
judicial systems

Who's who in the South and Southwest
Immediately after World War II, several Houston-based firms organized to transport
natural gas from the giant fields of the Southwest to the large utility companies
that distributed energy in the urban-industrial centers along the East coast. This
relatively inexpensive and clean-burning fuel quickly made spectacular inroads into
markets previously served by coal and petroleum. Texas Eastern was one of the
major competitors in the post-war industry. The company's origins were unique.
Early in 1947, a group of entrepreneurs led by Herman and George R. Brown,
founders of the Brown & Root construction firm, purchased the Big Inch and Little
Big Inch pipelines from the U.S. government, which had built them to transport
crude oil and petroleum product vital to the war effort. By converting these
pipelines to the transportation of natural gas, the founders of Texas Eastern got in
on the ground floor of a dynamic industry. With full access to company files,
Christopher J. Castaneda and Joseph A. Pratt follow the company from its creation
in 1947 to its purchase by Panhandle Eastern Corporation in 1989. During this
period, Texas Eastern's strategy focused on expansion of its natural gas system
and diversification into other related industries including liquefied natural gas
sales, North Sea oil and gas production, and Houston real estate. In the 1970s and
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1980s, the company faced a series of challenges from the energy crisis, the
deregulation of natural gas, and the hostile takeover movement in the energy
industries. By the late 1980s, the process of diversification had come full circle, as
the company sold off subsidiaries and refocused on the transmission of natural gas
as a part of Panhandle Eastern's vast system.

The Big Rich
Wild Turkeys in Texas
Brush Management
Large predators are among the most threatened species on the planet and ways of
conserving them in the face of increasing human populations and associated
resource requirements are becoming critical. This book draws upon the
experiences of some of the world’s foremost large carnivore specialists to discuss
the numerous issues associated reintroducing large predators back into their
natural habitats. Reviews of internationally renowned reintroduction programs for
wolves, European lynx and African wild dog reveal the successes and failures of
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these actions. Experts on tigers, snow leopards and jaguars contend that there are
other conservation options of higher priority that will ensure their security in the
long-term. Other experts discuss more theoretical aspects such as whether we
know enough about these species to be able to predict their behavioural or
ecological response to the reintroduction process. Social, economic, political and
genetic considerations are also addressed.

Skill and Education: Reflection and Experience
The Mass Ornament today remains a refreshing tribute to popular culture, and its
impressively interdisciplinary writings continue to shed light not only on Kracauer's
later work but also on the ideas of the Frankfurt School, the genealogy of film
theory and cultural studies, Weimar cultural politics, and, not least, the exigencies
of intellectual exile.

Muscle Foods
Stratigraphy: A Modern Synthesis
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From Texas to the East
The 'Texas Almanac 2016-2017' includes new feature articles, such as a history of
Texas' various food regions; a look at the big business of Texas wine; the story of
Assault, the feisty chestnut colt from King Ranch who injured his right forefoot as a
foal but loved to run and went on to win the 1946 Triple Crown; and an overview of
professional and college sports in Texas.

Our Creative Diversity
Recounts how Texas oil transformed wealth and power in America through the
stories of the state's four most influential oil families, tracing how they rose from
modest backgrounds, shaped the government, and bankrolled the rise of modern
conservatism.

Book of Abstracts of the 67th Annual Meeting of the European
Federation of Animal Science
This book has an important starting point in the conference held in Stockholm in
May-June 1988 on Culture, Language and Artifidal Intelligence. It assembled more
than 300 researchers and practitioners in the fields of technology, philosophy,
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history of ideas, literature, linguistics, sodal science etc. The conference was an
initiative from the Swedish Center for Working Life, based on the project AI-Based
Systems and the Future of Language, Knowledge and Responsibility in Professions
within the COST 13 programme of the European Commission. Partidpants in the
conference and researchers related to its aims were chosen to contribute to this
book. It is preceded by Knowledge, Skill and Artificial Intelligence (ed. B. Göranzon
and I. Josefson, Springer-Verlag, 1988), Artifidal Intelligence, Culture and Language
(ed. B. Göranzon and M. Florin, Springer-Verlag, 1990) and Dialogue and
Technology: Art and Knowledge (ed. B. Göranzon and M. Florin, Springer-Verlag,
1991). The two latter books have the same conference connection as this one, and
their aim is to present the contours of a research field with a multitude of issues
that demands thorough investigation. The contributors' thinking in this field varies
greatly; so do their styles of writing. For example: contributors have varied in their
choice of "he" or "helshe" for the third person. No distinc tion is intended, but
chapters have been left with the original usage to avoid extensive changes.
Similarly, individual contribu tor's preference as to notes or reference lists have
been followed.

Reintroduction of Top-Order Predators
This superb work of history tells the story of the Lower Rio Grande Valley and the
people who struggled to make this daunting land their home. Spanish
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conquistadors and Mexican revolutionaries, cowboys and ranchers, Texas Rangers
and Civil War generals, entrepreneurs and empire builders are all a part of this
centuries-long saga, thoroughly researched and skillfully presented here.
Steamboats used the inland waterway as a major transport route, and fortunes
were made when the river served as the Confederacy’s only outlet for money and
munitions. Mexican presidents and revolutionaries, European empires and
investors, American cattle kings and entrepreneurs all considered this river frontier
crucial. Men, women, and beasts braved the unforgiving climate of this land, and
its cattle and cowboys gave rise to the great cattle drives up the Chisholm Trail to
Kansas. It was and remains a crossroads of international cultures. In this moving
account of the history of the families of the Santa Anita land grant, almost two
hundred years of the history of the lower Rio Grande Valley (1748–1940) are
revealed. An important addition to any collection of Texas history, I Would Rather
Sleep in Texas is one of the most complete studies of the lower Rio Grande,
abundantly illustrated with maps and photographs, many never before published.
In 1790 the Santa Anita, a Spanish land grant, was awarded to merchant José
Manuel Gómez. After the land passed to Gómez’s widow, part of the grant was
acquired by María Salomé Ballí, the daughter of a powerful Spanish clan. Salomé
Ballí married Scotsman John Young, and her family connections combined with his
business acumen helped to further assemble the Santa Anita under one owner. In
1859, after Young’s death, Salomé struggled to hold onto her properties amid
bandit raids and the siege of violence waged in the region by borderland caudillo
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Juan Nepomuceno Cortina. Soon after the beginning of the Civil War, she married
Scotch- Irish immigrant John McAllen. They participated in the rapid wartime cotton
trade through Matamoros and had business associations with a group of
men—Mifflin Kenedy, Richard King, Charles Stillman, and Francisco Yturria—who
made fortunes that influenced businesses nationwide. Rare firsthand accounts by
Salomé Ballí Young de McAllen, John McAllen, and their son, James Ballí McAllen,
add to a deeper understanding of the blending of the region’s frontier cultures,
rowdy politics, and periodic violence. All the while, the Santa Anita remained the
cornerstone of the business and stability of this family. As the lower Rio Grande
Valley moved into the modern era, land speculation led economic activity from
1890 through 1910. The construction of railroads brought improved means for
transportation and new towns, including McAllen, Texas, in 1905. The book’s
ending reveals how, in 1915, Mexican warfare again spilled over the banks of the
Rio Grande with deadly results, tragically affecting this family for the next twentyfive years. I Would Rather Sleep in Texas tells a remarkable story that covers a
broad sweep of Texas and borderlands history.

Texas Rocks and Minerals; an Amateur's Guide
Oil & Gas Journal
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